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languages, one of the most common questions is whether they
preserve regularity. A class of $str\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$-rewriting systems that has
$re\subset eivedatte\cap tion$ lately $empen\subset yre.$ They were
mainly used to generate languages starting from a singie word.
Hl these $re$
gate whether they preserve $regu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} arity.$ For this, $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t$ turns out to be
$\subset 0\cap venient$ to $defi\cap e$ t $e\cap era||asses$ of $string- rewrit\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$
Syeriod $png- p|ng$ ones.We show that both preserve $regular^{\mathfrak{m}}|ty.$ This implies regularity
$prese\ulcorner\vee at’$ or $ma\cap y|at|ons$ .
$0$ Introduction
The root of $ati|iesi\cap theope\ulcorner atio\cap\subset alleddupli\subset ation$ and
$|ntrodu\subset ed$ by Dassow et $a|$ . $[3],$ who $red|S\subset overed$ a $resu|tsh_{oW\cap ear}|ier$
by Bovet and Varricchio $r2lfor$ so-called copy systems $introdu\subset ed$ by Ehren-
feucht and Rozenberg [4]. Mainly, a $str\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng- rewr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ system that $dup^{1\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}\subset ates$
factors via $ru|esuarrow u^{2}$ is applied $iterat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}vely$ to a word,$\cdot$ then the question $1s$
whether the resulting language is regular $or\subset ontext- free.$ Later, this oper-
ation was $a|soapp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ed$ to $ent\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}re$ languages rather than single words [7]. On
$\overline{*Thisworkwasdone,wh’||etheaut}hor$ was funded bye $\rfloor aa\cap eseSo\subset iety$ for the $Pomo-$
tion of $Scien\subset e$ under the $postdo\subset toral$ grant $P07810$ .
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the other hand, the $dulicatio\cap of$ words was $a|sog||ed$
$\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}dempotency|anguages[8].$ These are generated by $ru|esu^{m}arrow u^{n}$ for any
fixed $m$ and $n$ rather than only by $ru|esu^{1}arrow u^{2}$ .
$Another|ine$ of $resear\subset h$ has $dea|twith\subset lasses$ of $string- rewrit\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ system
$|ikemo\cap adi$ p $\cap 9^{o\cap es}\cdot$ ated whether the $resu$
$i_{S}$ $regular/\subset O\cap text$-free if the are $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}terat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ve$
languages. An example is the work of Hofbauer and Waidmann on deieting
string-rewriting systems $[5]_{Whi\subset hpro\vee idesmanyreferen\subset estoear}|ier$ work.
Also the book by Book and $Otto\subset ontains$ a few $resu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ts$ in $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sdire\subset tion[1]$ .
So far, investigatlons on $idot|at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}0\cap s$ have been focused $0\cap$
whether they produce regular or context-free languages when $app^{1}\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ed$ to
singleton languages. $|n$ the context of the work on $regular\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ty$ preservation of
$str\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng-\ulcorner ewriting$ systems $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t$ seems even more $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nteresting$ to look at their be-
$hav\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ourwhlied$ to $e\cap t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}re$ les. $Th1_{S}|s$ the $obe\subset t$ of this $art|\subset$ ,
$Whi\subset h$ therefore in some $se\cap sebris$ the two
above together. We consider only the length-bounded variants of idempo-
tency $re|at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons;$ only here the underlying $rewr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ting- sy5tems$ are finite and
therefo $re$ they are more $tra\subset tab\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e$ in $this\subset ontext$ .
$|n$ the section about uniformly length-bounded systems we actually treat $a$more general class of systems. Namely, we abandon the $restri\subset tion$ that $a||$
$ru|es$ must be of the form $u^{m}arrow u^{n}$ forfixed $m$ and $n$ . $F\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}rst$ we define $k- per’|od-$
expanding string-rewriting systems, where only $m\leq n$ is $requ\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}red.$ Thenwe $a|socons\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}der$ the somewhat $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nversec|ass$ of $k- period- redu\subset ing$ string-
rewriting systems, $wh\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ch$ are characterized by $the\subset onditlonm\geq n.$ Both of
these classes are shown to preserve regularity. Finally, we show that $a|so$
$fi\cap ite$ unions of kandi and $k- redu\subset ing$ systems, $so-\subset a$
$systemspreserveregu|arity.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} tisadire\subset t\subset onsequen\subset eoftheseresu|tsthata||re|atimpreserveregu$
$2.$ For the $|atter$ cases it is already known that they generate non-regular
languages from $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng^{1}e$ words [8].
There are $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{eSSresu}|ts$ about $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}dempe\cap cyre$
bound on the $|ef\mathfrak{t}s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}de$ of $ru|es.$ Mainly a $resu|t$ on $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}odredu\subset\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ sys-
tems can be adapted and yields that $|ength$-decreasing bounded $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}dempo-$$tre|ati|so$ shows that $the\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}r\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nverses$
$[7]:du||\subset ationswith|e\cap thth|ar\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}typreeness.W|soso|veapem$
op $|ierwork$
1 String-Rewriting Systems
Terms and $notat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ from general formal language theory, $logi\subset and$ set the-
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$gates\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ffthereexistsafa\subset tor\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}zationu=rssu\subset hthatV=sr.lfnotspe\subset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} fied\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} sarefixofV^{\cdot}\subset iyohavew[i]=wD],ifbothw[i]andw[i]aredefined.u\subset p\mathscr{O}vmeansth,atu$
otherwise, the alphabet we use $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}||$ be denoted by $\Sigma$ .
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} n$ our notation on $stri- rewr^{\mathfrak{l}}$
[1] and define a string-rewriting system $(SRS)R$ on $\Sigma$ to be a subset of
$Wea|owritesimp|erjustarrow,\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}fitiSC|earwhichis.theunder|_{yingrewriting}ex\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sts(l,r)\in Rsuchthatforsomeu_{1},u_{2}wehaveu=u_{l}\ell u_{2}andv=u_{1}ru_{2}\Sigma^{*}\cross\sum_{S}*.|t|e- streductio\cap re$
$5yy^{*}|at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on’ sreflex\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ve$ and $tra\cap s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t^{\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\vee e\subset}|osure,$ $whi\subset h$
$i_{S\subset a}||ed$ the reduction $re/ation$ or rewrite relation. The inverse of a single-
$steredu\subset tio\cap re|at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}0\caparrow iarrow:=\{(r,\ell):(l,r)\inarrow\}.$ Note that we $a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} so$ use
$the\cap Otatio\cap uarrow Vf_{orrewr}|teru|es,$ $mai\cap ly$ when $speaki\cap 9^{aboutru}|es$ in $a$
natural language sentence to make it $graph\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset ally$ clear that we are $speak\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$
about a $rewr|teru|e$ and not some other ordered pair. $A||$ the $SRs_{S}|n$ thls
$arti_{C}|ewi||$ be finite.
$w_{2}imp|iestheexistenceAnSRSissaidtobecon\hslash uent,ifffora||w,w_{1\prime}w_{2}\in\Sigma*a|wa.ysw_{1^{\vee warrow}}^{**}ofsomew’ suchthatw_{1}^{**}arrow w’arrow w_{2}Hereweuse$
$w_{1}arrow w$ as a sometimes convenient way of writing $warrow w_{1}$ .
By iosin $rest|\subset tions$ on the format of the rewriting $ru|es,$ $ma\cap y$ spe-
$cia\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\subset|asses$ of rewritlng $systems\subset an$ be defined. $Fol\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} owlng$ Hofbauer and
Waldmann [51, we $w|||ca||$ a $ru|e(\ell,r)$ confext-free $($ inverse $context-\Gamma ree),$ $|f$
$|\ell|\leq 1(|r|\leq 1).$ A system is monadic, if it is inverse context-fre $e$ and for $a||$
its rewrite $ru|es(l,r)$ we $have|P|>|r|.$ Finally, we define $de/et/ng$ SRSs again
$follow\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ Hofbauer and Waldmann [5]. For these, we need a $pre\subset eden\subset e,$ i.e.
$a|rrefi_{ex}ive$ partial ordering $<on$ the alphabet. This $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ extended to words by
defining that $u<V$ holds iff $uand_{V}$ do not use the same set of letters, and
for $every|etterx$ which occurs in $u$ there exists $a|ettery$ which $0\subset curs\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nV$
$su\subset h$ that $x<y.$ Now a $SRS$ over the aip $sca$
a SUbset of $<- 1;$thihtside of a $ru|e|ssma$
$resondig$ eft side with respect to $<.$ More general, a $SRSis\subset a||edde/eting$
iff it is deleting for some precedence. Hofbauer and Waldmann have shown
that $al|deleting$ SRSs preserve $regu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} arlty$.
The bounded idot $|ations_{l}whi\subset h$ are $0\cap e$ of the origins of the
work here were first defined in [8]. For fixed parameters $m,$ $n,$ and $k$ theyare the $rewr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tere|ations$
$u^{\leq k}\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}^{n}V:\Leftrightarrow\exists z[Z\in\Sigma_{\wedge u}^{+}=u_{1}z^{m}u_{2}\wedge v=u_{1}z^{n}u_{2}\wedge|z|\leq k]$
$unirorm/boundedidpencyresamesmbo\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\triangleright\triangleleft_{m};noconfusionsh’|dar\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}seArestr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ctedvers\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}onare$ the
$andthecorrespondingSRSsare\{(z^{m_{OU}}z^{n}):|z|\leq.k\}.Wewi||denoteitby$ the
$u^{=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}n}m^{V:\Leftrightarrow\exists z[Z\in\Sigma_{\wedge u=u_{1}z^{m}u_{2}\wedge V=u_{1}z^{n}u_{2}\wedge|z|=k]}^{+}}$
and the corresponding SRSs are $\{(z^{m},z^{n}):|z|=k\}.$ We denote the $|an-$
$9^{ua}9^{es}9^{eneratedbythesere}|atio\cap s$ from a word $w$ by
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$w^{\leq k_{\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}^{n}}}:=\{u:w(\leq k\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}n)^{*}u\}$ and $w^{=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}n}m:=\{u:w(=k\triangleright\triangleleft^{n}m)^{*}u\}$ .
For astring-rewriting system $R$ and alanguage $L$ we denote the set of
all $des\subset endants$ of words from $L$ modulo $R$ by $R^{*}(L)$ folIowing Hofbauer and
Waldmann $[5|$ . ln the $\subset ase$ of $idempoten\subset y$ relations, $however_{i}$ we $w|||st\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}||$
use the established notation $Lmn$ meaning the same as $(\triangleright\triangleleft n)^{*}m(L)$ . $A\subset lass$ of
languages $C\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ said to be $\subset losed$ under (rewrlting by) a $\subset lassS$ of SRSs, iff
the following holds: $\forall L,$ $R[L\in C\wedge R\in S\Rightarrow R^{*}(L)\in C]$ .
2 Uniform$yLength\cdot Bounded$ Systems
$ldempoten\subset y$ relations without $restr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons$ on $the\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}r$ rules’ lengths $of\mathfrak{t}en$ gen-
erate very $\subset ompli\subset atedstru\subset tures$ . The $relat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons$ with length bound are
in general $mu\subset h$ more $a\subset\subset ess\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ble,$ $espe\subset ially$ the ones with $un\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}form$ length
bound. The main reasons for this are that on the one hand they are $\subset 1ose1y$
$re$ lated to $per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}odi\subset ity$ and thus tooIs from that $field\subset an$ be used; on the other
hand, the underlying SRSs are finite and thus more $tra\subset table$ . Here we will
not only use $periodl\subset\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ty$ as atool, but we $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}11$ define anew $\subset lass$ of SRSs
based on $perlodi\subset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ty$ in $the\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}r$ rules. These will $in\subset lude$ almost the entire $\subset lass$
of uniformly length bounded $idempoten\subset yrelat\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ons$ . Thus $re$gularity $pre$ser-
vation of the latter $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}||$ be implied by our results.
But fi rst we $re\subset all$ asingle $non-\subset losure$ result that follows $dire\subset tly$ from prior
work on the $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} dempoten\subset y\subset losure$ of words $[8|$ .
Proposition 2. 1. String-rewriting syste$ms=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}nm$ do not preserve regular-
iry for $k\geq 2,$ $m=0$, and $n\geq 2$ .
$\ln$ the $\subset ourse$ of this $se\subset t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ , we will see that these are $a\subset tually$ the only
$\subset omb\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} nations$ of parameters, for $whi\subset h$ regularlty $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ not preserved. Now we
define a $\subset lass$ of SRSs all of whose rules $in\subset rease$ the length of $fa\subset torsw’|th$
period $k$ .
Definition 2.2. An SRS is $\subset alled$ k-period-expanding, if for all of its rules
$(l, r)$
(i) $p$ is non-empty,
(ii) $\ell,$ $r\in w^{*}$ for a word $w$ of length $k_{i}$ and
(iii) $p\subset_{pref}r$ .
Thus the left sides of all rules of a $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od$-expanding SRS have period $k$
and the $\subset orrespond\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ng$ right sides add repetltions of that $perlod-the$refore
the name. Now we establish an $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} nteresting$ property of this type of SRS.
Lemma 2.3. k-period-expanding $SRS$ are $con$fluent.
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Proof. $1t$ is known that the $d\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} amond$ prope $rtyimplies\subset onfluen\subset e[1]$ . $The\ulcorner e-$
fore it $suffi\subset es$ to show for $k- per|od$ -expanding SRS that for every pair of
$der\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}vation$ steps $w_{1}arrow uarrow w_{2}$ there $ex\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sts$ aword $vsu\subset htha[w_{1}arrow varrow w_{2}$ .
So $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} et$ two words $w_{1}$ and $w_{2}$ be $d\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}re\subset tsu\subset\subset essors$ of another word $u$ via $su\subset h$a $k- period- expand\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ SRS $R$ .
$1f$ the $fa\subset tors$ in $u$ , where the rules are applied, do not overlap, then ob-
viously in both $\subset ases$ the $respe\subset tively$ other rule $\subset an$ be applied afterwards
and one arrives at $a\subset ommondes\subset endantv$ . So let two $app|\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tesr^{m}$
and $s^{i}\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nu$ for rules $r^{m}arrow r^{n}$ and $s^{i}arrow s^{i}$ overlap. $W\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}thout$ loss of generality,
let $r^{m}o\subset\subset ur$ first from the $lef[$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} fs^{i}$ is $\subset ompl$etely inside of $r^{m}$ , then $s$ and
$r$ are $\subset onjugates$ as both have length $k$ . The $\ulcorner esult$ of $app|ying$ the rules $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$
$e’|ther$ order $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}11$ be $r^{n+j-i}$ .
$1fs^{i}$ is not $\subset ompletelyins\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} de$ of $r^{m}$ , then let us $\subset al1u’$ the $fa\subset tor$ from the
start of $r^{m}t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ the end of $s^{i}su\subset h$ that $u=u_{1}u’u_{2}$ for some $u_{1},$ $u_{2}\in\Sigma^{*}$ . Nowwe $\subset an$ interpret the $app.li\subset ation$ of $r^{m}arrow r^{n}$ as the insertion of $r^{n-m}$ just in
front of $u’$ , equally $s^{i}arrow s^{1}$ amounts to the $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nsertlon$ of $s^{i-i}$ just after $u’$ . $Sin\subset e$




$ste$ ps $ea\subset h\subset on\subset ludes$ our proof.
are $poss\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}b\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e$ , and the $fa\subset t$ that they result in the same word
$w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}thon\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ytwo\square$
The proof shows even more than the lemma states: all rules $\subset an$ be ap-
$P^{1\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ed}$ from left to right, that is $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ an order $su\subset h$ that the prefix left of an
$app\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} i\subset ations\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}te$ will never be altered by another rule. Thus $ln$ some sensethe different rule $appli\subset ations$ are $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ndependent$ from $ea\subset h$ other. This willhelp us in showing that they preserve $re$gularity.
Proposition 2.4. k-period-expanding SRSs preserve regularity.
Proof. Let $R$ be a $keri_{0}d-\exp|ngSRS.$ Let the $|ongest$ left side of arulefrom $R$ have length $km$ . We will $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nsertaddit\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}onal$ symbols from the alphabet
$\ulcorner:=\{[w^{i}]:|w|=k\wedge i\leq m\}\cup\{\nabla\}$ into the words of agiven language $L$ .The $[w^{i}]w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}|$ mark $pos\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ons$ that a $repre\subset eded$ by a $fa\subset torw^{i}$ in the originalword. $\nabla\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ an auxiliary symbol, $whi\subset h$ is used $to\subset onstru\subset t$ adeleting $SRSS$that essentially simulates R. $Sin\subset e$ it is deletlng $1t$ preserves $re$gularity andthus $R^{*}(L)$ is regular if $L$ is.
First we $descr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}be$ informally the $gsm$ mapping $g,$ $wh_{1}’\subset hintrodu\subset es$ the sym-
$bo\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} s$ of $\ulcorner.$ Reading an lnput word from $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} eft$ to right, the $gsm$ needs to remem-ber at any $g\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ven$ polnt the last km $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e\cdot tters$ of the input. $1f$ they have asuffix
$w^{i},$ $whi\subset h$ is the $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ef\zeta s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}de$ of a rule from $R,$ then the letter $[w^{i}]$ must be out-put; $noti\subset e$ that there $\subset an$ be several $su\subset h$ letters to output. After $ea\subset h[w^{i}]$an arbitra $ry$ number of $\nabla$ is written. Then the gsm $advan\subset es$ and $wr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tes$ alsothe letter from $\Sigma$ , wh $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset h$ it reads, on the output.
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Now we define the SRS that will work on the words $produ\subset ed$ by $g$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t$ simu-
lates the rules from $R$ by inserting the newly $produ\subset ed$ symbols to the $lef[$ of
the $\subset orresponding$ symbols from $\ulcorner$ , and deleting, $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ some sense $\subset onsuming$one $\nabla$ in eve $ry$ step.
$S:=\{([w^{i}]\nabla, w^{j}[w^{i}]):(w^{i}, w^{i+j})\in R\}$
This is a $delet\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ SRS as for a $pre\subset eden\subset e$ whe $re\nabla$ is greater than all the
other symbols, $s\ln\subset ea\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1$ the rules delete $\nabla.$ Finally, to $obta\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nR^{*}(L)$ we needto delete all the symbols from $\ulcorner$ . $Th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ is done by the morphism
$\delta:=\{\begin{array}{ll}\chi if x\in\Sigma\lambda if x\in\ulcorner.\end{array}$
Now we try to prove the $in\subset lusionR^{*}(L)\subset\delta((S)^{*}(g(L)))$ . Obviously $L=$
$\delta(g(L))$ . Further it should be $\subset lear$ that the rules from $S\subset an$ simulate therules from $R$ in the sense that $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}f$ for some $w\in\Sigma^{*}$ we have $warrow Rw’$ , thenthere $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ also $g(w)arrow Sw”su\subset h$ that $w’=\delta(w’’)$ . So the first $\subset ru\subset ialfa\subset t$
he $re\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ that also further appl $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset ations$ of rules to $w’\subset an$ be $simu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ated$ startingfrom $w”;th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ is not obvious, $be\subset auseg(w’)\neq W’’.$ The $differen\subset e$ is thatthe second word contains less symbols from $\ulcorner$ since the rules from $S$ do not
$\subset reate$ these. Thus these are mlssing in the $new\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} y\subset reatedfa\subset tor$ . Thls $fa\subset tor$and a $preced\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ factor (to $wh\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset h$ the rule was applied) have period $k$ .The one problem here is $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}f$ some $per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}odi\subset fa\subset tor$ in the $or\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}gina|$ word isnot long enough to be the $appl\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset ation$ side for arule from $R$ , but through
$app^{1}\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ of shorter $ru\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} es$ this one $\subset anbe\subset omeapp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\subset ab\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e.$ Then the $\subset or-$responding symbol from $\ulcorner$ is not there. See the $fo\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ow\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ngExamp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e2.5for$an illustration. $\ln$ these $\subset ases$ an $ite$ ration of the $pro\subset ess1sne\subset essary$. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} n$every $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}teration,$ $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset fa\subset tors$ that allow rule $app|\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}cations$ are expandedas far as possible, $\ln$ the next iteration longer rules will be $appli\subset able$ , too.Therefore the $\max\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}mum$ number of $iterat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}onsne\subset essary\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ the number ofdifferent rules $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ R. To see this, observ$e$ that rule $appli\subset atlons$ to a $k- pe\ulcorner iod\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset$
$fa\subset tor\subset an$ be ordered in $su\subset h$ away that first all $appll\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons$ of the $ru\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e$ withthe shortest left slde are done, then applicatlons of the rule $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}th$ the secondshortest $|eft$-hand side $et\subset.$ The first of these $b|0\subset ks$ of $app|\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset ations$ of thesame rule wlll be possible $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} n$ the $\hslash rstite$ration, the $se\subset ond$ one in the $se\subset ond$lteration and so forth. Thus we have
$R^{*}(L)\subset\underline{\delta((S)^{*}(g(\ldots\delta((S)^{*}(g(}L)))\ldots)))$ .
$|R|$ times
The $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nversein\subset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} uslon$ does not need further arguments. $1t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S\subset 1ear$ thatrewriting the symbols of $\ulcorner$ does not produce anything that $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ outside of $R^{*}(L)$$af[er$ the $app\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ of $\delta$ .




and $\sin\subset e$ all the finitely many operations on the right hand side $preserve$regularity this proves the $proposit\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ .
We now illustrate $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}th$ an example, why so many iterations of the $pro\subset e-$dure $\subset an$ be $ne\subset essary$ to fully simulate the original SRS.
ExampIe 2.5. We $\subset onsider$ the SRS $R=\{(a, a^{6}), (a^{8}, a^{15}), (a^{17}, a^{21})\}$ andthe $regu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ar$ language $L=\{a\}$ . Applying the $\subset onstruction$ from the proofof $Propos\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on2.4,\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ one $iterat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ only asymbol for $slmulat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ the fi $rst$
$ru\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ inserted, the $resu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ting\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} anguage\delta(S^{*}(g(L)))|s|\{a^{5i+1}:\iota’\geq 0\}$ . $\ln$ a
$se\subset ond$ iteration, symbols for the other two rules are inserted, too. How-ever, in the word $a^{11}$ no symbol for the $se\subset ond$ rule is inserted, $be\subset ause$ theword is too short. Analysis of all possible derivations shows that therefore
$a^{22}\not\in\delta(S^{*}(g(\delta(S^{*}(g(L))))))$ although via $R$ the $der\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’vat\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} onaarrow a^{6}arrow a^{11}arrow$
$a^{18}arrow a^{22}$ is possible. Thus for $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ three-rule system th $reeiterat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ons$ of the
$pro\subset edure$ are $neceS5ary$.
$Sin\subset e$ alarge class of unifo $rm1y$ bounded $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}dempotency$ relatlons $fa\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} s$ in theclass of k-period-expanding SRSs, we $obta\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ an $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}mmediate\subset oro||ary$.
CoroIIary 2.6. Str/ng-rewr/t/ng systems $=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}n\mathfrak{m}$ preserve $regu/arity$ for $k\geq$
$0,$ $m>0_{l}$ and $n\geq m$ .
$Look\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ at the $SRSS$ fro $m$ the proof, we $a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} so$ see that the left $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}des$ of $a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1$rules conslst of one letter of the form $[w^{i}]$ and one $\nabla$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f$ we $simp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} yde\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ete$
$a|\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ the $\nabla$ from the proof, the language generated $1s$ still the same, only $S\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$not deleting any more. lnstead, now $S$ $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s\subset ontext$-free and $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ observation
$prov\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}des$ us with another $\subset losure$ property.
CoroIIary 2.7. String-rewriting systems $=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}nm$ preserve context-freenessfor $k\geq 0,$ $m>0$ , and $n\geq m$ .
Let us $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ook$ $a$ moment at the reason for the cases $m=0$ not to be $in\subset luded$here. The proof of $Propos\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tion2.4$ does not work, $be\subset ause$ rules wlth empty$|eft$ side are $appli\subset able$ anywhe $re.$ Thus $af\mathfrak{t}er$ every rule $app i\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ another$iterat\int on$ of the $pro\subset ess$ would be $ne\subset essary_{1}$ and there $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ no bound on $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$number. We now $def|ne$ a $\subset 1ass$ of SRSs somewhat $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nverse$ to the $k$-perlod
$expand\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ ones, namely ones that $redu\subset e$ the length of $periodi\subset fa\subset tors$ .Note that he $re$ right sldes of length $0,$ i.e. deletions, are not $ex\subset luded$ .
$De\hslash nltion2.8.$ An $SRS_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}’scal\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ed$ k-period-reducing, if for all of lts rules $(l, r)$
(i) $l,$ $r\in w^{*}$ for aword $w$ of $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} engthk$ and
(ii) $r\subset lpref$ .
Aiso here, we can show that all systems of this class preserve regularity.
Proposition 2.9. k-period-reducing SRSs preserve $regular;ty$.
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Proof. For agiven regular language $L$ and a $k- period- redu\subset ing$ SRSs $R$ , we
will define $a\subset ontext$-free SRS $Tsu\subset h$ that $T^{-1}$ simulates R. $Sin\subset e$ the inverse
$\subset ontext$-free SRS $T^{-1}we\subset onstru\subset t$ is $monadi\subset$ , and $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n\subset e$ monadic SRSs pre-
serv$e$ regularity, our $\subset laim$ follows.
$F\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}rst$ , we transform words from $\Sigma^{+}$ into aredundant $representat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ , where
every letter conta $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ns$ also the $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nformat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ about the mk–l $follow\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$ng ones,
where $mk$ is the length the longest $r\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ghts\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}de$ of arule in R. This way, rewrite
rules from $R\subset an$ be $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}mulated$ by ones with aright side of length only one,
$\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}.e$ . by inverse $\subset ontext$-free ones.
First off we define the mapplng $\phi$ : $\Sigma^{+}rightarrow((\Sigma\cup\{\square \})^{mk})^{+}$ as follows. We
dellmit with $($ , . . $)$ letters from $(\Sigma\cup\{\square \})^{mk}$ and with $[$ . . . $]$ $fa\subset tors$ of $a$ word as
usual. The lmage of aword $u$ is
$urightarrow(u[1\ldots mk])(u[2\ldots mk+1])\cdots(u[|u|-mk+1\ldots|u|])$ .
$(u[|u|-mk+2\ldots|u|]\square )\cdots(u[|u|]\square ^{mk-1})$ .
Thus every letter conta $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ns$ also the information about the $mk$ followlng ones
from the $or\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ginal$ wo$rdu$ . At the end of the word letters are filled up with the
$spa\subset e$ symbol $\square$ . $\phi$ is a $gsm$ mapplng and as $su\subset h$ preserves regularity.
This $en\subset oding\subset an$ be reversed by aletter-to-letter morphism $h$ definedas $h(x):=x[1]$ if $x[1]\in\Sigma$ , for the other $\subset ase$ we $sele\subset t$ for the sake of
$\subset ompl$eteness some arbitrary $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} etter$ $a$ and set $h(x):=a$ if $x[1]=\square$;the
$latter\subset ase$ will never $0\subset\subset ur\ln our\subset ontext$ . $1t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S\subset lear$ that $h(\phi(u))--u$ for
words from $\Sigma^{*}$ . Both $mapp\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ngs$ are extended to languages in the $\subset anonical$way $su\subset h$ that $\phi(L):=\{\phi(u):u\in L\}$ and $h(L):=\{h(u):u\in L\}$ .
Now we define the $str\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng- rewr\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ting$ system $T$ ove $\ulcorner$ the alphabet $(\Sigma\cup\{\square \})^{mk}$
as folIows:
$T:=\{(u^{i}VV’), (\phi(u)v)[1\ldots|u^{i-i}|]):(u^{j}, u^{i})\in R\wedge|u^{i}VV’|=mk\wedge u^{i}V\in\Sigma^{+}\wedge V’\in\{\square \}^{*}\}$
.
Aletter $(u^{i}VV’)$ is $repla\subset ed$ by the lmage of $u^{j}v$ under $\phi m\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nus$ the suffix oflette $rs$ that are alre$ady$ there in the $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}mage$ of $u^{i_{V}}$ . $\ln$ this way, $appli\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ ofrules from $T$ keeps $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sspa\subset e$ symbol only in the last letters of our words.
$1f$ we have $warrow R*w’,$ then $\subset lear\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} y$ also $\phi(w’)arrow*T\phi(w)$ and thus $\phi(w)arrow T^{-1}*$
$\phi(w’)$ . Th $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ shows that $R^{*}(w)\subset h((T^{-1})^{*}\phi(w))$ . Fo $r$ the inverse $in\subset lus\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ ,
let us take alook at what rules from $T^{-1}$ do. For any such rule $(l, r)$ we have
$h(l)=u^{i-i}u[1]$ and $h(r)=u[1]$ for some rule $u^{i}arrow u^{i}$ from R. Thus $exa\subset tly$
the same subwo$rd|s$ deleted. Further $exam\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} nat\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ of the rules and $the\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} r$
$(\{i_{l}u^{l})$
contexts show that also $w$ $arrow$ $w’$ iff $\phi(w)(\ell,r)arrow\phi(w’)$ . Thus only images
under $\phi$ of words in $R^{*}(w)\subset an$ be $rea\subset hed$ . Example 2.10 following thls
proof $w\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}11$ further illustrate this.
As all the rules of $T$ have left sides of length one and $r\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ght$ sides of $|ength$
greater than one, $the\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}r\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nverses$ are all $monad\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset$ , i.e. the system $T^{-1}$ is
monadic. $Monad\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset$ string-rewriting systems are known to preserve regular-
$ity$ , see for example the textbook by Book and Otto $[1|$ .
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Summarizing, we $\subset an$ obtain $R^{*}(L)$ by a series of regularity-preserving op-
erations in the following way:
$R^{*}(L)=h((T^{-1})^{*}(\phi(L)))$ .
ExampIe 2.10. Let $R$ be al-period $redu\subset ing$ SRS $whi\subset h\subset ontains$ arule
$a^{3}arrow a^{2}$ and whose longest $lef\mathfrak{c}$-hand side of $a$ rule is of length 4. Then the
reduction $ba^{3}bcarrow Rba^{2}b_{C\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} sposs\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}b1e}’$ . The SRS $T\subset onstru\subset ted$ in the proof of
$Proposit\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on2.9$ has arule $[a^{2}bc]arrow[a^{3}b][a^{2}bc]$ . The lnverse is $app\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} i\subset able$
to the word $\phi(ba^{3}bc)=[ba^{3}][a^{3}b][a^{2}bc][\mathfrak{a}bc\square ][bc\square \square ][c\square \square \square ]$ where it
deletes the letter $[a^{3}b]$ . The result $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sexa\subset tly\phi(ba^{2}bc)$ and $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ this way the
$ori_{9^{1}}$ nal rule $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ simulated. Here it is $\subset learlyv\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sible$ how we can know from
only looking at the letter $[a^{2}bc]$ that also the following two $sta$ rt with an $a$
and thus $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n$ the $or\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}g\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nal$ word $a$ rule with the $lef[$-hand $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}dea^{3}|sappl\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset able$ .
$On\subset e$ more, the $\subset onsequen\subset es$ for idempoten $\subset$y systems are immediate.
orolla 2.11. String-rewriting systems $=kn\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}$ prese$rve$ regularity for $k\geq$
$0,$ $m\geq 0$ , and $m>n$ .
Further, we have stated already in the proof that $T$ is $\subset ontext$-free, and
thus it $pre$serves $\subset$ontext-freeness.
orolla 2.12. String-rewriting systems $=kn\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}$ preserve contexf- een$ess$
for $k\geq 0,$ $m\geq 0$ , and $m<n$ .
Proof. Let $T$ be the string-rewriting system and $h$ and $\phi$ be the mappings
from the proof of Proposition $2.9\subset onstructed$ for $=kn\triangleright\triangleleft_{m}$ . From the $a$ rgumen-
tation there we $\subset an$ see that
$L^{=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}n}m=h(T^{*}(\phi(L)))$ .
$S\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} n\subset eT\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ $\subset ontext$-free and $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n\subset e$ this $\subset lass$ of string-rewriting system pre-
$serves\subset ontext- freeness,$ also $L^{=k_{\triangleright\triangleleft}n}mis\subset ontext- free$ for the glven
$\subset omb’|na-\square$tions of paramete $\ulcorner S$ .
Now $we\subset and$efinea more general $\subset lass$ of SRSs $that\subset an$ expand as wellas $redu\subset efa\subset tors$ of period $k$ and we $\subset an$ show that also these preserve
regula $r\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tyand\subset ontext$-freeness.
$De\hslash nition2.13.$ Any union of $fin\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tely$ many $k- period-\exp and\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ and k-period-
$redu\subset lng$ SRSs is $\subset alled$ ak-period/c SRS.
Proposition 2.14. k-periodic SRSs preserve regularity.
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Proof. We $\subset an\subset omb\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ne$ the proofs $f_{0\ulcorner}k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od$-expanding and $- redu\subset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ng$ sys-
tems. First, observe that all $fa\subset tors$ of awo $rd$ that have period $k\subset an$ be con-
sidered $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$ndependently in the $fo\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} low\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ sense: $appli\subset ation$ of arule to one of
them does not $affe\subset tapplicabil\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ty$ of rules in other $su\subset hfa\subset tors$ . That is, in
doing a $redu\subset tion\vee iaR$ we $\subset an$ look at the first $su\subset hblo\subset k$ of aword, apply
all the rules that are to be applied there, then go to the $se\subset ondblo\subset ket\subset$ .
Further, $obser\vee e$ that $su\subset h$ a $blo\subset k$ has the form $v^{i}v’$ fora word $v$ of length
$k$ and aword $v’$ shorter than $k$ . $Appli\subset at\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ of any rule in $th\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}sfa\subset torw\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}11$
only $\subset hange$ the exponent $i$ . Thus we $\subset an$ look at $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od$ -expanding rules
as add $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}tions$ to the exponent, at $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od- redu\subset\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ rules as $subtra\subset tions$ .
Over $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ntegers$ , aseries of additions and $subtra\subset tions\subset an$ be done in any
order, the result is always the same. $S\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}n\subset ev^{+}v’\subset an$ only represent non-
negative integers, in our $\subset ase$ we just have to be sure that the $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ntermedi-$
a $ry$ results are always non-negative; by doing first all the additlons, then
the $subtra\subset tions$ , thls $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ ensured. Th $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ shows us that we $\subset an$ reorder the
$appli\subset ation$ of rules in $su\subset h$ away that first all of the k-period-expanding
ones are applied, then the $k- period- redu\subset ing$ ones. Only the original order of
the $length- in\subset reasing$ rules must be preserv$ed,$ $be\subset ause$ some long left $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}de$
might be $\subset reated$ only by earlier $appli\subset ation$ of shorter ones.
We $\subset an$ partition a $k- perlod\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset$ SRS $R\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nto$ two systems $R\nearrow$ and $R_{\backslash }$ , the
first of wh $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset h\subset ontains$ all the k-period-expandlng rules while the second one
$\subset ontains$ all the $k- per\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}od- redu\subset ing$ rules. Now we construct for $R\nearrow$ the SRS $S$
from the proof of Propositlon 2.4 and the $\subset orrespond\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ng$ mappings, for $R_{\backslash }$ we
$\subset onstru\subset t$ the SRS $T$ from the proof of Proposition 2.9 and the $\subset orresponding$
mappings. The conslderations above then show us that
$R^{*}(L)=h((T^{-1})^{*}(\phi(\underline{\delta((S)^{*}(g(\ldots\delta((S)^{*}(g(}L)))\ldots))))))$
$|R\nearrow|$ times
wh\’ich proves the proposition $\prime s\subset la\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}m$ .
$\ln most\subset ases,$ $k- period\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset$ SRSs will also prese$rve\subset ontext- freeness.$ Only
rules of the form $\lambdaarrow u$ must be $ex\subset luded$ as can be seen from the various
results $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nth\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$ above.
3 Outlook
When looklng at the languages generated by $idempoten\subset y$ relations $w\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} thout$
length bounds from $s\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}ngle$ words, we see that $a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} most$ all cases generate non-
regular $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} anguages$ , Thus the questions treated here are not of great lnterest
$\ln$ that $\subset ontext.$ However, when the size of the alphabet is limited to two
$or$ even one letter, the $p\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\subset ture\subset hanges[7,9]$ . The reason for this $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ mainly
that of[en-as in the $\subset ase$ of $dupli\subset atlon-there$ exists afinite SRS, $whi\subset h\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}s$
$equ’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} valent$ to the infinlte one. For these $\subset ases$ also the $c|05ure$ of $regu\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ar$
languages under the $respe\subset tive$ SRSs $\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}S$ an interesting $quest\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}on$ . The $\subset ases$
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$of\triangleright\triangleleft_{0^{a\cap d\triangleright\triangleleft}1^{l}}^{10}$ however, $are$ regular over any alphabet size as shown in worksummarized by $1to[6|$ .
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